Housing Lottery Numbers Arrive!

99% of student body disappointed

**Drunken Students Steal the Library**

“If it isn’t firmly bolted to the ground, it’s free for the taking.”

By Mr. Grebey ’12

College is a scavenger hunt dept.

(former site of the library) Students and faculty alike awoke last Sunday morning to find that the Burke Library, a longstanding fixture and eyesore on campus, had been stolen.

The culprits were the residents of Milbank 44, who currently have the library in their common room along with a sign for the KJ Audio-Rarium, a shaft of pepperoni from McEwen, and former Dean of Faculty Joe Urgo.

Tim Broman ’12 was the brains behind this daring, drunken heist. “We were walking out of a rager in Carnegie,” Broman said, “when I walked by the library and thought that it would look good in my room next to my Dave Matthews Band poster.”

Broman and his friends were able to take the library to Milbank with- out incident. “We were really quiet when we did it though,” Broman added.

“Y’know, cause it’s a library.”

One of Broman’s roommates, Don Duqueonne ’12 added, “This is better than that time we went suite shopping and we stole that guy’s Mercedes.”

When asked why they wanted to steal these things in the first place, the Milbank 44 roommates were at a loss for an answer, although undiagnosed kleptomania is a likely cause.

Hamilton College has a long history of theft. The first instance dates back to the school’s establishment, when the founders stole a lot of Native American land. Hamilton was also implicit with the theft of Kirkland College, hundreds of thousands of dollars in tuition, and the innocence of Jessica Mandle ’14.

When asked about potential disciplinary action, campus spokesman John Nit- terson Jr. remarked, “Getting a new library will be really expensive, but at least we don’t have to look at that ugly-ass carpet anymore. I’m calling this one a wash. Students see the color of vomit every weekend, they don’t need to see it during the week.”

**Sociology Major’s Thesis is...Just Fucking Terrible**

Seniors celebrate the continuous lowering of standards

By Mr. Zappala ’12

Second semester seniors this year are under a constant threat of being subjected to...actually, it’s really the pervasion of moral stimuli that inspire modern youth. But on the other hand, it’s like, tyranny. Whoa.

Aside from several minutes of nonsensical babble much along the same lines, Doosh’s presentation also included lolcats, nude shots of Jessica Alba, and a keg stand. Professors were not impressed.

“Back in my day,” Professor Kellogg complained, “kids didn’t need help with their keg stand. We were fucking pro. A liberal arts education means that either you can write cohesive bullshit, or that you’re a proper drunk. But you need to have one.”

When word of Jimmy’s failures spread across the large, expansive campus, students recalled seeing Doosh’s thesis survey in their email only days before.

“Doosh’s thesis advisor failed to stop this academic...injustice. I don’t want to think about those things! Gross.”

Of course I know what a cesar chavez is, what am I, a prune? scoffed Ferg resident Lizzie McGuire ’12. “It’s a dirty sanchez using salad dressing. I do it, like, everyday.”

Many of those who had been forced to learn about Mr. Chavez’s hero- through “comprehensive education” were also confused about the events of the week. Painfully white rich person James Bemington ’11 was appalled by the “super-commie” social justice slant of some of the films.

“America has always treated immigrants badly, which makes it okay. Do you hate freedom? When is Obama gonna hop off Osama’s dick and realize that my family is too rich to clean our own house?”

Some good has come out of the event, though. The sisters of Theta Iota Theta have decided to go on a hunger strike, pointing out that Mr. Chavez’s tactics must have made him look great in a swim suit.

**Study Shows Sex Makes Babies**

**In this issue: not Jessica Alba**

Cute Animals Saying Terrible Things

Lula-Puppy: Li-I-I-I-lick it from yo head to yo nose.

Studies Show Sex Makes Babies

See, “Oh Fuck,” pg. +1

Cover art for Cesar Chavez’s little-known death metal album

**Cesar Chavez Week Confuses White People**

Forced service projects make pledges st, se potency

By Mr. Sinton ’13

United Community Farm Workers Dept.

(A Privy Ledge) Most students spent last week in a state of heightened confusion as posters depicting what appeared to be a well-tanned Robert De Niro were plastered around campus. Calls for awareness and action from activists/intelligent people were unable to drown out the refrains of “Who the fuck is that?”, “Community service...but I already got into college,” and “Seriously, who is that Cesar guy? Somebody please tell me.”

Bewildermont about the identity of civil rights hero Cesar Chavez and his commemorative week were abound on a campus where history is merely a degree you come to regret when your food stamps run out. The only thing more rampant than ignorance was misunderstanding.

Pre-med Raj Lee ’14 was scarred by his experience. “I went to a talk called ‘The Future of Labor in America,’ expecting to finally find out how robots will make vaginas poop babies better, and instead, we talked about collective bargaining and injustice. I don’t want to think about those things! Gross.”

Of course I know what a cesar chavez is, what am I, a prune? scoffed Ferg resident Lizzie McGuire ’12. “It’s a dirty sanchez using salad dressing. I do it, like, everyday.”

Many of those who had been forced to learn about Mr. Chavez’s heroism through “comprehensive education” were also confused about the events of the week. Painfully white rich person James Bemington ’11 was appalled by the “super-commie” social justice slant of some of the films.

“America has always treated immigrants badly, which makes it okay. Do you hate freedom? When is Obama gonna hop off Osama’s dick and realize that my family is too rich to clean our own house?”

Some good has come out of the event, though. The sisters of Theta Iota Theta have decided to go on a hunger strike, pointing out that Mr. Chavez’s tactics must have made him look great in a swim suit.

**High probability the Grim stones up the Co-op in the Mystery Machine**

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

Scooby-Doo dirty Daphne Dave Eng

“Dude, I totally saw Daphne working at Peep-ers last night.”

80% chance the-marked villain is actually dashingly good looking

**Ominousland** Sociology major’s thesis was mainly thesis, “Is Tyranny Bad?: My Thesis.” Aside from con-
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